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dear Al, and Steve when he returns, 

Had a chatty note from Steve t day. He :c.ports "Al Cwartz eent me 
the new newsletter, so I'm informe-I to news es of 9 Auguet". I recoil no-  
that I was sent the first when it eepeared. I hive gotten none :ince. I'd 
like. to. 

Steve does not know his preaiction the appeal would not be made 
to the supreme Gourt is inaccurate. Apprepoc of that, I have iefoimel dope, 
hot from the office, that the defense expects the rejection of the appeal and 
will then stop stalling. However, this will delay until after the first of the 
year. I think they'll chance their minds, if this is correct, end try and 
concoct another, even though they are ruining Shaw by their tactics. 

In my opinion, for whatever it is worth, if on' 1,71,n there le e 
trial it would. be  good for Steve to be there haa a volunteer weth the press 
arrangements. However, I doubt if the office will offer coffee and becnuse they 
are that broke. His backgrounding could be helpful. If I am consulted, I will 
be all for it. At that time perhaps I can arrange quarters for him. I expect 
to be there. I think he ceuld and should be tbers on his own unless J im esks 
him to act in a capacity. There is every reason for him to be there. If he leeks 
and needs a reason, he con bo ray h:laer and I'm e "publisher". 

I'd like him to be able to read and edit the now book, but be Is in 
11;urope and the book is done and I now haven't enough copies. There is some 
imleniate interest. I have horned that such thiags ore not necessarily 
significant or dependable. In this coneectiee, it ie 	week arse Louis told 
me he hed foe th second time skeye: sonebedy cut there sending no something 
for it. 1 haven't gotten anything-. It i3 so lone since I  heard finte the 
Washington Oommitee, which 02fered MOn meteeiel on :toot, that I left him 
out entirely. i hove herd nothing from them in about 6 weeks. I doubt if I 
can now add it. I f there is a pribete printing, perhaps. 

Steveiv's knowledge Con help, but I think he'll find it is . r from 
the 26. This is not that kind of book. 

There has been another strange death, that of Philip Geraci 
father of the witness. I cannot by this peblic medium tell you what that means. 

interviewed him, fortunately by tope, the night of 7/20. That I act is 
quite significant. He is an electronics expe:t who wee, on the basis of what 
I now know, mysteriously electrocuted aestorday. The offide knew nothing. 
Until 1  know a lot more, I am unwilling to believe it en accidental "accident". 
If there is enything at ell in the papers on this, pleese send me, no matter 
howseomingly minor. There will be nothing here. As of now I have a call in 
to Art of Jim to tell them what I can. They are not in. Generally, if your papers 
carry anathing not in the N.C, papers, I will not know it bee--use nothing erpears 
here at all. I'd appreciate copiee of such thing. Some might mean something to me. 

Beat to you all. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 
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